
Risk assessment methodologies

DREAD 

(highly subjective, simplier & suitable
for internal use)

Damadge potentisl

0=nothing

5 = Individual user data 

10 = completes
system or data

Reproducibility

0 = very hard or
impossible

5 = one or two
steps required

10 = just default interface and
no authetnication

Exploitability0 = advanced programming
and network knowledge

5 = exploit eixst but requires
additional tools

10 = directly exploitable
through the default interface

Affected users

0 = none

5 = some but not all

10 = all Discoverability

0 = very hard or impossible,
requires administrative access

5 = could be gussed or
network traffic interception

9 = details on how to discover are
availabel in the public space

10 = the information is
visible in the default client

CVSS 

(complex, suitable if the ratings to be shared
outside organisaiton)

Base Score

Access Vector

Local = requires local access

Adjacent Network = requires access
to local network

Network = requires any
network access

Access Complexity

Medium = some additional access
requirements (source IP

limitations etc)
Low = No special

access requirements
High = specialised access

condition (e.g. race condiiton)

Temporal Score

Exploitability

Unproven = no
exploit available

POC = poc is availabe
but not widespread

Functional = exploit that works
in most situation exists

High = aexploitaiton is
automated

Remediation Level

Official fix = vendor
solution exists

Temporary fix = official but
temporary fix exists

Workaround = unofficial,
non-vendor solution exists

Unavauilable = No
solution exists

Report confidence Unconfirmed = single/multiple
unconfirmed sources

Uncorroborated = multiple
sources agree, but sitll a doubt

Confirmed =
aknowledged by the

vendor

Enviromenatl score

Collateral Damage Potential

None

Low = slight asset
damage & minor
financial losses

Low-Medium =
Moderate

damage/loss

Medium-High =
significant

damagae/loss

High = catastrophic
damage/loss

Target distribution

None

Low = 1%-25% of
systems at risk

Medium = 26%-75% of
systems at risk High = 76%-100%

systems at risk

Security requirements

Low = security loss has limited
effect over the organisaton

Medium = security loss has serious
effect on the organisation

High = Loss of security has
catastrophic effect on the

organisation


